Face identity aftereffects have been used to test theories of the neural coding underlying expert face recognition. Previous studies reported larger aftereffects for adaptors that are morphed further from the average face than for adaptors closer to the average, which appeared to support opponent coding along face-identity dimensions. However, only two levels were tested and it is not clear where they were located relative to the range of naturally occurring faces. This range is of interest given the functional need of the visual system both to produce good discrimination of real everyday faces and to process novel kinds of faces that we may encounter. Here, Experiment 1 establishes the boundary of faces judged as being able to occur in everyday life. Experiment 2 then shows that aftereffects increase with adaptor extremity up to this natural-range boundary, drop significantly immediately outside the boundary, and then remain stable with no drop towards zero even for highly distorted adaptors far beyond the boundary. Computational modelling shows that this unexpected pattern cannot be explained either by a simple opponent or by a classic multichannel model. However, its qualitative features can be captured either by a combination of opponent and multichannel coding (raising the possibility that not all identity-related face dimensions are opponent coded), or by a 3-pool model containing two S-shaped-response channels and a central bell-shaped channel around the average face (raising the possibility of unexpected similarities with coding of eye and head direction).
Introduction
We can discriminate and recognize thousands of faces despite their similarity as visual patterns. This expertise seems to rely on norm-based coding of identity, where identity-related dimensions of facial appearance are coded relative to average values that function as norms (for a review, see Rhodes & Leopold, 2011) . Normbased coding offers an efficient way to focus processing resources on distinctive information, which is what matters for recognition. Moreover, the updating of norms by experience allows face-coding mechanisms to be finely calibrated to our diet of faces (for reviews see Armann et al., 2011; Rhodes & Leopold, 2011; Webster & MacLeod, 2011) .
The coding of face identity has been widely studied using face identity aftereffects, in which viewing a face for a few seconds selectively biases us to see the opposite identity in a subsequently presented face (Anderson & Wilson, 2005; Armann et al., 2011; Jeffery et al., 2011; Leopold et al., 2001 Leopold et al., , 2005 Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006; Rhodes et al., 2007; Rhodes & Leopold, 2011) . For example, viewing antiDan, who lies opposite Dan in face space, biases us to identify the average face as Dan (Fig. 1) . Identity aftereffects survive changes in retinal position between adapt and test faces (see Rhodes & Leopold, 2011 for a review) and are larger for upright than inverted faces (Rhodes, Evangelista, & Jeffery, 2009 ), indicating that they reflect, at least partially, adaptation of higher-level face-coding mechanisms.
An important feature of face identity aftereffects is that they are much larger for opposite than non-opposite adapt-test pairs, even when these are matched on perceived dissimilarity (Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006) . This selectivity of the perceptual bias to see an identity that lies opposite the average face in face-space indicates a special status for the average face in identity coding. Moreover, it is harder to perceive the component identities in a blend of two opposite identities (face and its antiface), which results in an average face, than in a blend of two non-opposite identities, which produces a non-average face (Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006 also highlights a special status of the average face as a neutral point in face-space, from which deviations signal unique identities.
Neurally, it has been proposed that norm-based coding could be implemented by opponent coding of identity-related face dimensions of the form shown in Fig. 2A or 2B (Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006; Rhodes et al., 2005; Robbins, McKone, & Edwards, 2007; Tsao & Freiwald, 2006) . In this case, each face dimension (e.g., eye size) would be coded by a pair of neural populations with monotonically increasing or decreasing response functions, one tuned to high (i.e., above-average) values and the other tuned to low (i.e., below-average) values on that dimension. The average value or norm is signalled by balanced activation in the two channels, and unbalanced activity signals low or high values on the dimension. This type of coding is used for other visual attributes that are coded relative to perceptual norms, such as color and aspect ratio (Regan & Hamstra, 1992; Suzuki, 2005; Webster & MacLeod, 2011) . Fig. 2 shows two variants of opponent coding, both of which are consistent with neurophysiological data: Single cell recordings of faceselective cells in monkeys have produced both S-shaped ( Fig. 2A) and linear ( Fig. 2B ) monotonic tuning functions (Freiwald, Tsao, & Livingstone, 2009) .
In current literature, opponent coding of identity-related face information has been contrasted with non-norm-based models in which each dimension is coded by multiple channels with bellshaped response functions tuned to different values along the dimension (Fig. 2C) . In multichannel coding the average value on a dimension has no special status, does not function as a perceptual norm and need not have any channel specifically tuned to it. Multichannel coding is used for several basic visual attributes, including spatial frequency and tilt (Blakemore & Sutton, 1969; Clifford, Wenderoth, & Spehar, 2000) . However, if face identity coding is norm-based, as argued above, then we would not expect identity-related dimensions to be coded using a non-norm-based, multi-channel system (at least not all of them).
Previous studies have sought to test whether face identity is indeed opponent coded by examining how the identity aftereffect changes in size as the adapting faces become more extreme or distinctive (i.e., further from average) (Fiorentini et al., 2012; Jeffery et al., 2010; Jeffery et al., 2011) . The opponent coding models illustrated in Fig. 2 predict that the aftereffects will increase with increasing adaptor extremity over the range in which the response functions are increasing. The increase in aftereffect occurs because more extreme adaptors activate their preferred channel more strongly (and their non-preferred channel more weakly) than less extreme adaptors, producing a stronger reduction in response with adaptation, and thus a larger aftereffect (larger shift in the crossover point at which the two pools are responding equally strongly). Therefore, using an average face as the test image, the bias to see the identity opposite the adaptor, i.e., the aftereffect, should increase as the extremity of adaptors increases.
In contrast, multichannel coding with bell-shaped tuning curves ( Fig. 2C) predicts that aftereffects will initially increase as adaptors move away from the test image, but will then reach a maximum and decrease to zero for more extreme adaptors. The decrease occurs because more extreme adaptors will have less impact on channels that respond to the average test face than will less extreme adaptors. This pattern has been reported for both spatial frequency and tilt, which are multichannel coded in V1 (Blakemore & Sutton, 1969; Clifford, Wenderoth, & Spehar, 2000) . The precise location of the maximum, and of the decay to zero adaptation, will depend on the range tiled by the channels, the breadth (i.e., fullwidth-half-maximum) of the channels, and the breadth of spread of the adaptation (i.e., how similar in tuning other channels have to be to the adapted value for their responses to be reduced).
What does previous research suggest happens to identityrelated face aftereffects as adaptors become more extreme? For a simple change in the position of a single face feature (eye-or mouth-height) results match the predictions of opponent coding with linear response functions ( Fig 2B) : aftereffects increase monotonically with adaptor extremity across multiple adaptor values, even up to very extreme values (e.g., eyes almost touching the hairline) (Robbins, McKone, & Edwards, 2007; Susilo, McKone, & Edwards, 2010) . It is only when the eyes move outside of the head, thus violating the first-order face configuration, that the aftereffects drop to zero (McKone & Edwards, 2011) .
Face identity aftereffects, in which multiple attributes of the face vary simultaneously, also show larger aftereffects for ''far'' than ''near'' adaptors (40% vs 80% identity strength) (Fiorentini et al., 2012; Jeffery et al., 2010; Jeffery et al., 2011) . These identity aftereffect studies, however, have two limitations. First, only two adaptor levels were used. Both opponent and multichannel models predict an initial increase in aftereffects, and thus the earlier results for identity aftereffects (Fiorentini et al., 2012; Jeffery et al., 2010) are potentially consistent with either model: the pattern of increase from near to far adaptors is as predicted by opponent coding, but alternatively it might be the case that an insufficiently large range of adaptor values was tested to see a later turnaround indicative of multichannel coding.
Second, it is of interest to know where adaptors fall with respect to the range of faces that occur in the natural world. Within observers' perceptual face-space, faces differ in their distinctiveness, with more typical real-world individuals lying closer to the average face and real-world individuals with more unusual facial appearance lying further from the average (Johnston, Milnes, Williams, & Hosie, 1997; Valentine, 1991) . Whatever system of neural tuning along face dimensions is used, it needs to be able to provide good discrimination of subtle differences in facial appearance across this full natural range; that is, it needs to provide good coverage of the full 'diet' of faces that we see in everyday life. In addition, there is a question about the extent to which detailed neural coding might continue along face-space dimensions outside the everyday range of faces; that is, for faces that Fig. 1 . A simplified face space with two faces, Dan and Jim, an Average face, created by morphing 20 male, Caucasian faces, and two antifaces, antiDan and antiJim. An antiface is made by morphing a face towards, and beyond, the Average, and has opposite properties to that face. Reduced identity strength versions (anticaricatures) of Dan and Jim, created by morphing those identities towards the Average, are also shown. Identity aftereffects occur when exposure to a face biases subsequent perception towards a face with opposite properties. For example, after viewing antiDan for a few seconds, we are biased (briefly) to see Dan. are further from the average than even the most distinctive faces in our previous lifetime 'diet'. Maintaining coding for at least some distance outside the natural range might be of benefit to allow us to process novel kinds of faces that we may encounter, such as an individual of a new ethnic group to which we have had no previous lifetime exposure.
For these reasons, testing adaptors with known locations with respect to the boundary of real world face identity strengths is of theoretical interest, to determine where any regions of increase, flattening, or decrease in aftereffect size fall relative to the natural face range. For example, if face identity were opponent coded, then it would be valuable to know whether there is flattening at higher identity strength values (supporting the S-shaped variant in Fig. 2A) or not (supporting the linear variant in Fig. 2B ) and, if there is, whether the flattening begins at the point at which the adaptor's identity strength puts it at edge of the natural range of faces. Such as result would suggest that it is most functionally important for the visual system to discriminate variations in face identity within the natural range, and thus to have the steepest neural response functions in that range. Equally, if face identity were multichannel coded, then it would be valuable to know whether channels continue to code outside the natural range (and if so how far outside it) or whether, for example, aftereffects might drop to zero immediately outside the natural range of faces. The latter possibility would suggest that processing resources (channels) are calibrated only to discriminate faces that we actually experience.
In the studies of Jeffery et al. (2010) , Jeffery et al. (2011) and Fiorentini et al. (2012) , the ''near'' and ''far'' adaptor values tested were chosen to fall within the natural range of faces, but it is not known whether they fully spanned this natural range. In addition, no adaptors outside the natural range were tested. One previous study has reported that identity aftereffects are larger after adapting to artists' caricatures than veridical photographs of famous faces (Hills, Elward, & Lewis, 2010) . It is likely that these caricatures fell outside the natural range (although this was not directly tested), but it is difficult to know whether the results provide evidence for increasing adaptation beyond natural-range levels, because there are many differences other than degree of exaggeration between artists' caricatures and undistorted photographs. For example, artists' caricatures may be more interesting than photographs, and we know that attention increases face identity aftereffects (Rhodes et al., 2011b) .
In the present study, therefore, we measure identity aftereffects from a range of adaptors, including ones well outside the natural range of real world faces, for the same type of image (all photographic quality). In Experiment 1 we determined the location of the boundary of natural faces along our identity strength dimensions, by asking participants to judge the point of switch between faces that would be possible and impossible in the real world. This allowed us to determine the location of various potential adaptors relative to this boundary. Then in Experiment 2, we measured identity aftereffects for five different adaptor levels, including three that fully span the normal range, one lying just outside that range, and one lying well beyond it. Our aim was to track the size of face identity aftereffects across this wide range of adaptor values, with particular interest in whether the far-greater-than-near pattern found previously (Fiorentini et al., 2012; Jeffery et al., 2010; Jeffery et al., 2011) continues across the full span of the natural range, and whether aftereffects continue to increase, reach stability, or drop to zero outside this range. Our results place constraints on models of neural coding of face-identity information (e.g., opponent, multichannel), and we explore these constraints explicitly in a computational modelling section following the adaptation experiment.
Experiment 1
In our first experiment, the primary aim was to establish the boundary of the natural range for our adapting stimuli, i.e., the boundary between adaptor faces that could occur in the real world and those that could not. For each of four highly discriminable male target identities (100% identity strength), we created a series of adaptor antifaces, with varying levels of extremity, i.e., identity strength (percentage of physical deviation from the average: 0%, 40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, 200%, 240%, 280%, 320%) (Fig. 3 ). Antifaces were created by morphing an average male face away from each An alternative opponent coding model in which activation continues to increase (potentially until the stimulus becomes so distorted that it violates the first order relations that make it a face, i.e., it violates the structure of two eyes, above a midline nose and mouth, within an oval head outline). (C) A non-norm-based, multichannel model, in which each dimension is coded by multiple channels tuned to different values along the dimension. Bottom row: Predicted size of aftereffects as a function of adaptor distance from an average test face. target using standard morphing software. To establish the boundary of the natural range, participants were shown each antiface continuum and asked to place a line at the point at which they judged the images switched from being, ''a normal face (i.e., one that could occur in the real world)'' to ''a distorted face that could not normally occur in everyday life'' (which we clarified as ''without having suffered an injury or an unusual developmental disorder''). A second group of participants rated these images for realism on a continuous scale to corroborate the results of the boundary judgments.
A secondary aim was to validate the morphing procedure, by confirming that increasing the physical deviation of face images from the average face (by morphing), increases their perceived distance from the average, i.e., their distinctiveness. Similar morphing procedures have been widely used, but are rarely explicitly validated in this way. To establish validity, we asked participants to rate the distinctiveness of each antiface -how much it would ''stand out in a crowd''-on a continuous scale (Valentine, 1986; Valentine, 1991) .
Method

Participants
Fourteen adults (7 male, Mean age = 18.6 years, SD = 1.4 years) judged the boundary of the natural range. Twelve different adults (1 male, Mean age = 23.7 years, SD = 2.8 years) rated the antifaces on distinctiveness and realism. All participants were Caucasian (same race as the face stimuli) recruited from the University of Western Australia, and participated for either course credit or as volunteers.
Stimuli
The stimuli were constructed from front-view, gray-scale images of four highly discriminable male identities, Dan, Jim, Rob and Ted. All were young Caucasian adults and had neutral expressions. For each target identity, we made antifaces at varying extremity levels (0, 40, 80, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280 , 320% identity strength) where 0% identity strength refers to the average face. The average face was constructed from 20 young adult Caucasian male faces. The antifaces were made by caricaturing the average face away from the original identity, using Fantamorph 5.3.2. Like other standard morphing software, this works by allowing the researcher to place multiple landmark points on each face, which are used to morph the face towards or away from some other reference face. Note that a ''100%'' antiface (e.g., 100% antiDan) lies as physically far from the average (just in the opposite direction) as its corresponding original face (e.g., 100% Dan). Also, Fantamorph produces linear changes in landmark locations with change in morph values: for example, each landmark location in the 120% antiDan image lies three times as far away from the average face (0% morph value) as that landmark location lies away from the average face in the 40% antiDan image. All images had the colors of the average face (0%), so that variations in identity strength altered shape information only.
Natural-range boundary judgements
For each antiface continuum, participants saw the average face (0%) plus all eight levels (40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, 200%, 240%, 280%, 320%, without identity-strength labels) arranged from left to right across the screen in order of increasing identity strength. Each face subtended approximately 3.3°Â 3.7°viewed from 50 cm. For each Fig. 3 . Four antiface identity continua. Each continuum consisted of eight extremity levels (40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, 200%, 240%, 280%, 320% identity strength), five of which are shown here. continuum, they indicated the point of switch between being ''a normal face (i.e., one that could occur in the real world), to a distorted face that could not normally occur in everyday life without having suffered an injury or an unusual developmental disorder''. Faces remained visible until the participant made their response. Responses were made verbally and recorded by the experimenter. The four continua were shown in a fixed random order. The session lasted approximately 5 min.
Distinctiveness and realism ratings
Participants rated distinctiveness and realism in separate 10-15 min sessions (order counterbalanced) between one and five days apart. A distinctive face was described as one that would be easy to pick out of a crowd at a busy railway station. Realism was described as how much a face looks like a real person. Ratings were made on 10-point scales using labelled (1-10) keyboard keys and participants were encouraged to use the full range. For each scale, participants rated all eight antifaces (40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, 200%, 240%, 280%, 320%) for each antiface identity (antiDan, antiJim, antiRob, antiTed), plus the average face (0%).
1 Faces subtended a visual angle of 6.5°Â 6.4°when viewed from approximately 50 cm. Participants initiated each trial by pressing the space-bar. Each face was shown in the center of the screen and remained visible until the participant responded. The faces were presented in random order. At the beginning of each session, all the faces were presented sequentially for 1000 ms each, with a 500 ms inter-stimulus interval, so that participants could see the range they would be rating.
Results and discussion
2.2.1. Natural-range boundary judgements For each continuum, a participant's boundary score was computed as the midpoint of the extremity levels spanning the point at which the images were no longer regarded as normal faces that could occur in the real world. For example, if the participant placed the boundary line between the 120 antiface and the 160 antiface, the trial was scored as 140. We calculated the mean boundary for each participant by averaging across the four antiface identities. One outlier identified by SPSS was replaced by the next lowest score. The mean boundary was 140.0 (SD = 33.1, 95% CI = 122.9, 156.4). It was significantly above 120, t(13) = 2.26, p = .041, and significantly below 160, t(13) = 2.26, p = .041. Importantly, these results demonstrate that 40, 80 and 120 antifaces are within, and fully span, the natural range. They also show that 160 and 320 antifaces are outside the natural range, and that relative to the 140 boundary, the 320% antiface morphs are physically very extreme.
Realism ratings
The 120 and 160 antiface extremity levels spanned the midpoint (5.5) of the scale (Fig. 4) , consistent with the findings from (different) participants who made the explicit boundary judgements and placed the boundary between 120 and 160. The 320 antifaces, which are extreme physical deviations from the average face (very far beyond the edge of the natural range), were rated as extremely unrealistic (Mean rating = 1.3, SD = 0.51, where minimum possible rating is 1), indicating that they are also perceived as extremely distorted. They were also perceived as significantly less realistic than the just-out-of-bounds 160 antifaces, t(11) = 8.13, p < .0001 (Bonferroni corrected).
Distinctiveness ratings
Fig. 5 shows that perceived distinctiveness (i.e., perceived distance from the average face) increased systematically as the physical morph level of the antiface increased. Moreover, the increase occurred both within, and beyond, the natural range. One-way ANOVA with antiface extremity (0%, 40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, 200%, 240%, 280%, 320%) as a repeated measures factor indicated a significant effect of adaptor extremity, F(2.46, 27.08) = 104.63, p = .0001, partial eta-squared = .905 (sphericity was violated, so GreenhouseGeisser corrected degrees of freedom were used, as recommended by Field (2013) . Trend analysis revealed a strong linear trend across the full range, F(1, 11) = 377.24, p < .0001, partial eta-squared = .972, indicating that antifaces were rated as more distinctive as they became more extreme. There was also a significant cubic trend, F(1, 11) = 24.60, p < .0001, partial eta-squared = .691, indicating some degree of S-shape to the function, consistent with a ceiling effect for the most extreme morph values (Fig. 5) . Finally, the 320 antifaces were rated as significantly more distinctive, i.e., further from the average, than the 160 antifaces, t(11) = 6.29, p < .002 (Bonferroni corrected). These results validate our morphing procedure by showing that antifaces increase progressively in perceived distance from the average as the physical morph level increases.
Physical distance vs perceptual distance
A direct linear mapping between physical morph levels and distances within perceptual space-space is not guaranteed (e.g., Busey, 1998) . Thus, while the results discussed so far can be used 1 Ratings were also obtained for nine other images made using a different morphing package (40% and 80% antifaces for each test identity plus an average face, from Gryphon's Morph) from previous face identity aftereffect studies, but these ratings are not relevant to the present study and are not reported here.
to conclude that, for example, the 320 antiface is perceptually further from the natural-face boundary than the 160 face, they cannot be used to conclude that there is a direct a relationship between the physical deviation level of these images (160%, 320% morph level) and their distance perceptually from the boundary within facespace. This issue of how far in face-space different antifaces lie from the average is of some relevance for our later modelling section.
To what extent do our results allow us to determine perceptual distances? In the 40-160 range (i.e., within and just beyond natural faces), the distinctiveness ratings suggest a direct relationship between physical morph value and perceptual distance from the average. Ratings are not limited by either ceiling or floor effects (Fig. 5) , and they change linearly with physical morph strength (i.e., one can draw a straight line that goes through the error bars of all four conditions of 40, 80, 120 and 160 that also goes through the scale minimum of 1 for the average 0 face). Outside this range, interpretation is difficult because ratings are influenced by floor and ceiling effects (Fig. 5) . Nevertheless, the ratings clearly indicate that the 320% antiface is perceived as much more extreme than the natural range boundary (the 140% face). This indicates that, whether the 320% antiface is measured physically or perceptually, it lies far beyond the natural face boundary.
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 indicate suitable adaptor values to test in order to assess how face identity aftereffects vary both within and beyond the natural range. Experiment 1 results located the boundary of real-world face identity strengths midway between the 120% and 160% antifaces (i.e., at 140%). Here, we used antiface levels of 40%, 80% and 120% to fully span within the natural range. We also used two levels beyond this range: 160% antifaces which lie just beyond the boundary, and 320% antifaces which lie very far outside the boundary. We measured face identity aftereffects as the bias to perceive an average (0%) test face as the identity opposite the adapting antiface.
Participants
Thirty-five adults (8 male, Mean age: M = 24.7 years, SD = 12.8 years) recruited from the University of Western Australia participated for $10 or course credit.
Stimuli
The 40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, and 320% antifaces from Experiment 1 were used as adapting images. In addition, we made reduced strength versions of the original (positive) target identities at 40%, 60%, and 80%, for use as training and test images. These were made by morphing each original face (Dan, Rob, Jim, Ted) towards the average face (0%) using Fantamorph. As in Experiment 1, all images had the colors of the average face (0%).
The primary test image was the average (0%) face. We also included 80% test images to provide motivation and to confirm that participants could accurately identify ''strong'' versions of the targets. The 40% and 60% images were used only in training.
Procedure
The task took the form of a Robbers Game to motivate engagement, as in previous studies (e.g., Jeffery et al., 2011; Nishimura et al., 2008; Pellicano et al., 2007) . It was presented on an iMac with a 20-in. LCD screen, with anti-glare covering, using Cedrus Superlab 4.07 software (Abboud, Schultz, & Zeitlin, 2008) . The game began with training in recognizing two team leaders (Ted and Rob or Dan and Jim) and familiarization with lower strength versions of these targets, introduced as brothers (and team members) of each target. Training was followed by the adaptation task, in which members of these teams caught robbers. On each trial the adapting face was a robber, and the test face was the person who caught that robber. Participants had to indicate which team the test face belonged to. Test pair (Ted and Rob or Jim and Dan) was varied between participants, but for ease of exposition, we describe training and adaptation procedures for the Ted/Rob pair below.
Participants were first shown printouts of the target faces (Ted and Rob) side-by-side and then viewed the target faces on the computer screen. Participants were told to press the ''Ted'' key (''x'') whenever they saw Ted and the ''Rob'' ('','') button whenever they saw Rob. The targets were initially displayed until a response was made and were subsequently shown for a limited duration (400 ms) only. After learning to recognize the targets participants were familiarized with reduced identity strength faces (40% and 60% versions of each target) to ensure they understood how to respond to reduced identity strength faces. These stimuli were introduced to participants as the brothers of the two ''targets''. Participants were told that each group of brothers formed a team and to press the key corresponding to the team leader (target) e.g., Ted whenever they saw a member of his team (i.e. the target or one of his brothers). Again, practice was provided, first with stimuli shown until a response was made and subsequently shown for only 400 ms. Auditory feedback for correct and incorrect responses was provided throughout training. Training took approximately 10 min.
After training, participants completed the adaptation trials, which took approximately 40 min. The trial sequence was an adapting antiface for 5000 ms, a 150 ms inter-stimulus interval, a test face for 400 ms, and a blank gray screen that remained until participants responded. Participants initiated each trial by pressing the spacebar. There were 300 trials, presented in a different random order for each participant. The test face was the average face (0%) on 200 trials, 20 trials with each adapting face (antiTed/antiRob) at each adaptor extremity (40, 80, 120, 160, 320) . The test face was the 80% target on 100 trials, with five trials for each target (Ted/Rob) shown with each adapting face at each adaptor strength. Trials were split into 9 blocks to encourage participants to take breaks if needed. During breaks participants were shown the test identities as a reminder, followed by a screen showing a trivia item or joke, which remained visible until they pressed the spacebar to continue. Participants were provided with three ''cheat sheets'', one of the two team captains, one of Team Ted, and one of Team Rob. These were kept face down next to the participants, but participants were allowed to check them during the breaks if they wanted a reminder of the faces. The task began with two practice trials, in which participants saw each 80% test face with its 160% antiface.
Procedures for minimizing low-level (retinotpic) adaptation
Because our interest was in coding of face identity within midand high-level vision, we minimized the contribution of low-level (retinotopic) adaptation to our aftereffects. To do so, adapting stimuli (7.0°Â 6.9°, viewed from 50 cm) were larger than test stimuli (5.6°Â 5.3°) (Zhao & Chubb, 2001 ). In addition, we allowed participants to view the adaptor faces as they would normally view faces: that is, eye movements were allowed and there was no fixation point within the face. Under these circumstances, (Caucasian) viewers typically scan faces with a 'triangle' pattern with fixations on eyes, nose and mouth and, during a 5 s period (the length of time the adaptor was on the screen) participants typically make multiple eye movements within the face (e.g., Van Belle, De Graef, Verfaillie, Busigny, & Rossion, B, 2010) . Such eye movements during the adaptor period, together with further changes in likely fixation location between the adaptor and the test face, will further reduce retinotopic contributions to the face aftereffects.
Results
Accuracy was very high for the 80% test faces (M = 0.97, SE = 0.01), confirming that participants had learned the test identities. Three participants showed strong biases for the 0% test faces (that were statistical outliers), giving the same response almost all the time, and were dropped from the analysis.
We calculated aftereffects for each adaptor extremity as the proportion of ''Ted'' responses after adapting to antiTed minus the proportion of ''Ted'' responses after adapting to antiRob. Adapting to antiTed should make the average (0%) test face look like Ted whereas adapting to antiRob should make it look like Rob, thus reducing ''Ted'' responses. Fig. 6 shows that aftereffects increased with adaptor extremity over the natural range (i.e., up to 120%). They then dropped slightly just beyond the natural range (160%), but did not return to zero at more extreme values. Instead, aftereffects remained substantial beyond the normal range, and were as large for adaptors lying very far from the edge of the natural range (320% antifaces) as for adaptors lying just-out-of-range (160%).
Statistical analysis supported these observations. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA, with adaptor extremity (40%, 80%, 120%, 160%, 320%) as a repeated measures factor, and collapsing over test pair (Ted and Rob or Jim and Dan), revealed a significant main effect of adaptor extremity, F(2.77, 85.74) = 46.67, p < .0001, partial eta-squared = .601. Trend analysis on the effect of adaptor extremity yielded significant linear, quadratic, cubic and 4th order trends, all F's > 20.56, p's < .0001, partial eta-squared > .40, confirming the complex curve shape apparent in Fig. 6 .
We then conducted planned comparisons (Bonferroni corrected) to examine behaviour within and beyond the natural range. Within the natural range, aftereffects increased significantly from 40% to 80% adaptor levels, t(31) = 6.27, p < .0001, and from 80% to 120% levels, t(31) = 8.01, p < .0001, indicating a monotonic increase in aftereffect magnitude over the full natural range.
2 Beyond the natural range, there was no further increase in aftereffects. Instead there was a significant decrease from 120% (just inside the boundary of real world faces) to 160% (just outside this boundary), t(31) = 3.84, p < .006. Confirming the drop beyond the natural range, aftereffects for 320% adaptors also were significantly smaller than for 120% adaptors, t(31) = 4.21, p < .002. After 160%, there was no further decrease from 160% to 320%, t(31) = 1.59, p = 0.12. The 320% aftereffects were about the size expected for 100% (i.e., undistorted identity) adaptors (based on interpolation between aftereffects for 80% and 120% adaptors) (see Fig. 6 ) and were well above zero, t(31) = 12.57, p < .0001 (95% CI: .42, .58). Therefore, even 320% adaptors, that lie far beyond the edge of the natural range, generated strong shifts in perception of the average (0%) face.
Discussion
These results extend our knowledge about how aftereffect size varies with adaptor extremity and, moreover, produced a potentially surprising finding. Results show that face identity aftereffects increase progressively in size as adaptors are placed further from the average test face across the full natural range of identity strengths that could exist in the real world. There was no evidence of a peak response followed by a decline to zero either within or beyond the natural range. An unexpected result (predicted by none of the standard models we presented in Fig. 2 ) was that immediately beyond the boundary of real-world faces, the aftereffects decreased by a small amount, but then remained stable to extreme values well beyond the edge of the natural range. We will argue in the modelling section to follow that this rise-dip-stability pattern is not consistent with simple versions of either opponent or multichannel coding.
Neural modelling
We next consider the ability of various neural models to explain our empirical results. We focus on key qualitative features of the data. Our primary interest is not in modelling precise quantitative details, because current knowledge about neurophysiological responses of face-responsive neurons in mid and high-level vision to adaptation is extremely limited (indeed, essentially absent for the types of manipulations used here). Thus, we do not want to be seen as claiming, for example, that specific parameter settings of our models (e.g., adaptation strength) are correct when these values cannot currently be justified as feasible neurophysiologically. Specific formulae and parameter settings used in our modelling are described in Appendix A.
Existence of significant adaptation far outside the natural range
One important qualitative aspect of our data is the presence of strong and highly significant aftereffects from an adaptor -the 320% identity-strength antiface -that is far beyond the edge of the range of natural face images.
Within an opponent model (Fig 2A and B) this result is explained by assuming that pool responses increase monotonically and remain high beyond the edge of the natural range. Our specific results, showing no increase in aftereffect between the 160% and 320% adaptors, are suggestive of the S-shaped tuning function version of opponent coding (Fig 2B; see fit to our data in Fig 7A) rather than the linear version (Fig 2A) , in that S-shaped predicts flattening off of the aftereffect while linear predicts continuing increase across all adaptor values. Within a multichannel model, the existence of adaptation from extreme (320%) adaptors is also explicable, although it leads to an idea that is potentially questionable on neural efficiency grounds. Essentially, to produce this adaptation in a multichannel model 2 The specific pattern looks linear, but we cannot formally test for linearity with only three levels because the required À1, 0, +1 contrast reduces to a pairwise comparison of the first and third levels.
requires that there be common neural coding of, or interactions of adaptation between, channels that respond to both highly distorted faces and the channels that respond to the average face. Specifically, to explain the breadth of adaptation, either (a) channel tuning would need to be very broad and thus produce direct neural overlap between highly unrealistic faces and the average face, or (b) with narrower channel tuning there would need to be very wide spread of adaptation effects (i.e., the channel most responsive to 320 faces would adapt all channels up to and including the channels most responsive to the 0 face, see Fig 7B) . Of relevance to neural efficiency, if the aftereffects originate in high-level face representations, then either of these possibilities would require accepting an assumption that, rather than tiling the range of values that occur in the real world (e.g., as occurs for multichannel coding of tilt), the brain devotes multiple channels to coding values along face dimensions that never occur in natural images, and which people are never required to discriminate in everyday life.
Steep rise, then small but significant dip, then stability
The other key qualitative feature of our data is the overall shape of the function relating adaptor value to size of the aftereffect, namely: a steep rise in aftereffect size covering the full natural range (40 through 120); followed by a small but clearly significant (p < .006) drop just outside the boundary of the natural range (drop from 120 to 160); followed by stability (no further drop or rise between 160 and 320). Our attempts to model this pattern indicated that current models in the literature are not able to explain these three features simultaneously.
We first attempted to model our pattern of data using multichannel coding. We took the standard type of model used in low-level vision that produces accurate fits for how aftereffect size varies with difference of the adaptor from the test stimulus for both the tilt aftereffect (e.g., Zhao et al., 2011) and direction sensitivity of the motion aftereffect (Seriès, Stocker, & Simoncelli, 2009 ). This 'classic' multichannel approach (Fig 2C) assumes (a) neurons have bell shaped response functions, (b) neurons evenly tile the space of coded values, (c) neurons with stronger initial response to the adaptor value show larger post-adaptation reduction, and (d) there are parameters that control the strength of this reduction, and how widely it spreads to other neurons coding nearby stimulus values (for details, see Appendix A). Our key finding was that this type of multichannel coding failed to capture key qualitative elements of our experimental data. As illustrated in Fig. 7B , the essential problem is that this type of model predicts a certain fixed shape of curve in which the fall-off in aftereffect after the maximum value is only moderately slower than the speed of the rise before the maximum value with no sharp postmaximum dip. (Note this is not just due to our implementation; it is a general feature of the type of model, with all implementations of the classic multichannel producing this pattern, e.g., see Zhao et al., 2011) . This means that, by playing with parameter values, it was possible for us either to (a) predict the size of the aftereffect at 320 but then fail to capture the existence of the dip from 140 to 160 (Fig 7B middle panel) or (b) explain the existence of the drop from 140 to 160, but then vastly underpredict the size of the aftereffect at 320 (Fig 7B right panel) . It was not possible to simultaneously explain both the 140-to-160 dip and the very large aftereffect at 320.
We next examined opponent coding. Again, modelling results failed to capture key aspects of the data (Fig 7A) , in this case the smaller aftereffects for 160 and 320 than for 120. Opponent coding with S-shaped tuning curves (Fig 2B) can explain the increase in aftereffect from 40 through 120, and the flattening out with larger adaptor values, but predicts that the flattening will occur at the 120 aftereffect size, not at a value lower than this. (Opponent coding with linear tuning, Fig 2A, does even worse, in that it does not predict flattening out at any value.) One possible resolution might be to propose that the reduction after 120 derives from the reduced realism of the faces, given that both 160 and 320 fall beyond the boundary of natural faces; however, this would seem somewhat implausible given that the 320 faces were rated as substantially Fig. 7 . Can various neural models explain our results? (A) The opponent model with S-shaped tuning curves (see Fig. 2A for the response functions assumed) predicts a monotonically increasing aftereffect, and thus cannot predict the dip in aftereffect at the crossing of the boundary of the natural range. (B) The 'classic' multichannel model predicts a specific shape of the initial rise and later fall in size of the aftereffect. Using the parameters illustrated in the left panel of B (i.e., with wide spread of adaptation, such that an 40% antiface adaptor reduces response in channels even where these have very different peak tuning values, as illustrated), it is possible to explain the strong, significant aftereffect from a 320% adaptor face on perception of the zero test face (middle panel of B) but not the dip at the crossing of the boundary of the natural range. Using a different setting of parameter values (right panel of B), the dip can be explained but this then predicts no adaptation at 320%. (C) One way we discovered to predict all key qualitative features of the rise-dip-stability pattern was to add together contributions from different sources, one using classic multichannel coding and one using opponent coding (with S-shaped tuning). (D) A second way we could predict the rise-dip-stability pattern was using a '3-pool' model with one central bell and two S-shaped functions coding values away from the dimension centre (e.g., Calder et al., 2008) . Solid curves show pre-adaptation responses; dotted curves show post-adaptation responses (to adaptor at 120%, vertical black dotted line). Note: Error bars on data show SEM. less realistic than 160 faces (Experiment 1) yet the aftereffect is barely (and not significantly) reduced.
Given the failure of simple multichannel and simple opponent coding models, we tried more complicated approaches. First we considered a ''sum of multichannels'', in which we assumed that the face identity manipulation projects onto two or more underlying dimensions, each of which is multichannel coded, but with different tuning parameters. However, this did not work: as with a single multichannel dimension, it failed to simultaneously capture both the dip and the strong adaptation at 320. We were similarly unsuccessful with a ''sum of opponents'' approach: adding together two or more opponent dimensions with different tuning still predicts a monotonic change in adaptation and thus fails to predict the dip.
We next considered an ''opponent + multichannel'' hybrid model (Fig 7C) . Here, we assumed that some dimensions contributing to the aftereffect are opponent coded and some are multichannel coded. In Fig 7C, we illustrate that this approach allows us to capture all qualitative features of the data -an initial rise, a dip, and a large aftereffect at values far beyond the rise regionwhen we sum aftereffects predicted by one S-shaped opponent coded dimension and one multichannel coded dimension. This result might indicate a hybrid coding system in which, for example, there is opponent coding of some identity-related dimensions in face-space and multichannel coding of others, or perhaps contributions from two different levels of the visual system with opponent coding of higher-level face dimensions and multichannel coding of lower-level dimensions that nevertheless affect facial appearance (Dickinson & Badcock, 2013; Dickinson et al., 2010) .
Finally, we tried a third type of model that has appeared in the literature, and has been successfully used to explain coding of eye gaze direction within faces (Calder et al., 2008) ) and also coding of head direction and body direction (Lawson, Clifford, & Calder, 2009 . We refer to this as the '3-pool' model (Fig. 7D) . It has one pool with a bell-shaped neural response function centred around the zero value (i.e., straight-ahead in the case of eye gaze direction; here, the average face) and two pools with S-shaped neural responses placed to each side of zero along the dimension (in eye gaze, these peak at eyes maximally left and eyes maximally right respectively; here, we assume they peak at high identitystrength values in opposite directions away from the average face). The usual assumption regarding adaptation is made, namely that a stronger initial response leads to a larger post-adaptation reduction. As Fig 7D shows , this model can produce a very good fit to our data. As with the opponent + multichannel approach, it can explain the rise-dip-stability pattern (and do so with more parsimonious assumptions about number of channels and number of forms of coding). But in addition, it explains a less obvious feature of the data that no other model we tried was able to capture. This is the precise pattern of rise in aftereffects between 0 and 120. The increase across 40, 80, and 120 is roughly linear, and projecting this line back to lower identity strength values would imply that the aftereffect would reach zero at approximately 20% identity strength, and thus the aftereffect curve would not go through (0, 0). Yet, logically, the aftereffect-size curve must go through (0, 0): that is, a 0 adaptor should produce no shift in percept of a 0 test face (a result confirmed empirically by Webster & MacLin, 1999 ; also see Susilo, McKone, & Edwards, 2010) . Because all models in Fig 7A- C include a slight concave-down trend within the rise region (0 through 120), they all somewhat overestimate the size of the aftereffects at 40% and 80% adaptor strengths. In contrast, the 3-pool model fits the 40% and 80% data better because it predicts an initial concave-up bend between 0 and 40.
Given the promising fit results from the 3-pool model, it is then interesting to note the quantitative aspects of the neural response curves that produce this good fit. An important observation is that not all parameter settings for a 3-pool model produce a dip; some produce a monotonically increasing aftereffect function very similar to that for the two-pool opponent model (see Appendix A). To produce the dip, our explorations suggested that the key requirement is that left and right S-shaped functions reach maximum response level before the central bell-shaped function hits zero. Fig  7D also shows that to correctly predict the locations and size of the peak, the dip, and the initial upwards bend between 0 and 40, the neural response functions had some particular properties. As illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 7D , the good fit was produced by: the S functions having response barely above zero for the average (0 identity strength face) and rising steeply across the natural range to asymptote just outside the natural range (at approximately 150%); together with a central bell with full-width-halfmaximum covering approximately the natural range (±116% identity strength) and approaching zero response by approximately twice the natural range. This set of quantitative values has the advantage that it is suitable for giving good discrimination of small differences within the natural range (i.e., crossing response functions are steep in this region), while also involving good neural efficiency of coding (i.e., only three pools).
Would modelling outcomes change if perceptual rather than physical distances were assumed?
Our modelling assumes that the face identity-strength axis in Fig. 7 is physical difference from the average (i.e., morph value) and thus that neural coding is of physical stimulus values. Note our conclusions would not change if the axis were instead assumed to be perceptual distances from the average in face-space. The equivalence of physical and perceptual distances was demonstrated in Experiment 1 for the 40-160% adaptors. For the 320% face, this equivalence could not be confirmed or refuted, and most relevantly we cannot rule out the perceptual distance potentially being somewhat closer to the average than the physical distance. However, shifting the adaptation score for 320 a small amount to the left (closer to the average) in Fig. 7a and b would still leave the simple opponent and simple multichannel models incapable of explaining the rise-then-dip-then-stability pattern. For example, for the multichannel predictions to be able to fit our data, one would need to assume that the 320% antiface were perceptually located barely beyond the location of the 160% antiface (at most approximately 180%, see rightmost panel of Fig. 7b ), which would be clearly inconsistent with our distinctiveness rating data from Experiment 1.
Discussion
Our adaptation experiment produced novel and unexpected findings, particularly outside the natural range, namely a risedip-stability pattern. Modelling indicated that this qualitative pattern of results cannot be naturally explained by either simple multichannel coding alone, or simple opponent coding alone. We have shown that the pattern is potentially explicable by a combination of some opponent contributions and some multichannel contributions. It can also be explained, and in greater detail, by a 3-pool form used successfully in previous studies for eye gaze and head direction. Note, however, that we do not wish to claim that the 3-pool fit to our data is necessarily better than the opponent + multichannel fit (e.g., to draw such a conclusion might require more detailed data on aftereffects in the 0-40 identity strength region). With our current level of knowledge we thus treat both of these possible models as ''successful''.
General discussion
In Experiment 1 we established the natural range of potential adaptor antifaces, defined as including faces with all identity strength values that could occur in the real world and excluding identity strengths that could not. In Experiment 2 we measured identity aftereffects for adaptors right up to the natural face boundary (140%) and found that adaptors just within this boundary (120% strength antifaces) produced larger aftereffects than less extreme within-boundary adaptors. This result demonstrates that the increase in aftereffects reported previously between adaptors that were ''near'' and ''far from'' the average face (Fiorentini et al., 2012; Jeffery et al., 2010; Jeffery et al., 2011) extends across the full natural range.
We also tested adaptors that lay beyond the boundary of natural faces. Adaptors just outside this boundary produced significantly smaller aftereffects than those within the natural range, with no further decline or drop towards zero, even for highly distorted adaptors that lay far beyond the edge of the natural range (both physically and perceptually, i.e., perceived as totally unrealistic in a rating study, see Experiment 1). These substantial aftereffects for highly distinctive and unrealistic adapting faces are consistent with other evidence that feature values well outside the natural range can activate face-processing neural mechanisms. For example, Freiwald, Tsao, & Livingstone (2009) reported monotonically increasing neural responses in face-selective cells to changes in eye spacing ranging from eyes so close they touched each other in the centre of the face to eyes so far apart they touched the edges of the face; and Susilo, McKone, and Edwards (2010) reported similar findings from psychophysics for an eye height manipulation (i.e., significant aftereffects on the average from eyes so high they nearly touched the hairline).
The initial increase in aftereffects that we observed (i.e., within the natural range) is potentially consistent with either opponent coding or multichannel coding. However, our computational modelling showed that the pattern outside the natural range was consistent with neither of these models. Instead, our modelling found two types of approaches that could produce the rise-dip-stability pattern obtained: a combination of opponent and multichannel coding contributions to the aftereffect; or, a 3-pool model as previously used to explain eye, head and body direction coding.
Implications for neural efficiency in identity coding
One general question that arises from our results is what they might imply about the neural efficiency of coding and, more generally, why the boundary of natural faces appears to play an important role in driving the pattern of aftereffects across identity strength. In this context, it is interesting to note the location of various aspects of the neural response functions, in each of our successful models (opponent + multichannel model, and 3-pool model), with respect to the boundary. We will argue that both models are ''sensible'', in that they balance a need for neural efficiency (i.e., not devoting resources to identity-strength values that humans would never need to discriminate in real faces), with functional needs to support good discrimination within natural-range faces while at the same time allowing processing of novel face types that fall moderately beyond previous experience (such as coding individuals of a new ethnic group).
In our hybrid fit (Fig. 7C) , the opponent component provides good discrimination (i.e., response functions are steep) within the natural range and also up until physical identity-strength levels that are approximately double the edge of the natural boundary (i.e., 280%; after which the aftereffect and thus the response functions begin to flatten out). Similarly, the multichannel component has its maximum aftereffect towards the outer values of the natural range (somewhere around 100-to-120% identity strength) then slowly drops to become small at approximately double the natural range. This is also consistent with a focussing of resources within the natural range and moderately beyond it: to explain our results, there is no need to assume that bell-shaped channels tile very extreme identity-strength levels that will never occur in a participant's lifetime (i.e., no need to assume the existence of channels tuned, for example, to 700% or 800% or 1000% identity strength values).
Interestingly, the 3-pool fit also focuses its resources, and discriminability, in this same region that includes up to approximately twice the natural range. In Fig. 7C , the two S-shaped channels approach maximum at approximately the edge of the natural range, and the central bell stops responding meaningfully at approximately double this value.
Thus, either of our successful models are consistent with a principle of neural efficiency in coding face-identity relevant information. Both also specifically suggest that neural coding suitable to support good discrimination (i.e., steep tuning functions) continues until approximately twice the edge of the range of identity strengths that exist in observers' current diet of faces.
Which model is better: opponent + multichannel, or 3-pool?
We have noted above that the 3-pool and opponent + multichannel models are equally consistent with the functional need to discriminate faces within, and moderately beyond, the natural range. Are there other reasons to prefer one model over the other?
One argument might be that of perceived parsimony. The 3-pool model includes only three coding channels, and a single form of coding. This might seem more parsimonious than the opponent + multichannel approach, where the opponent component requires two channels, the multichannel component requires potentially many channels and, further, two distinct forms of coding are required.
However, a caveat regarding this parsimony argument is that it is less parsimonious than it first appears. There are at least two additional complexities. First, if face identity strength were 3-pool coded, then this would appear to differ from eye height and mouth height, which previous studies show are opponent coded (with linear tuning functions over a complete range of values than maintain the first order structure of a face; Susilo, McKone, & Edwards, 2010) . That is, we would be left with a situation in which one aspect of shape information in faces (movement along an identitystrength trajectory) is 3-pool coded, while others (movement along eye or mouth height trajectories) are two-pool opponent coded.
Second, the 3-pool model uses a pool with responses centred around ''the average face'' but it is not clear that there is only one such average face. In the context of using male Caucasian young adult face stimuli, we used a male Caucasian young adult face to make our antifaces, and thus our 3-pool modelling implicitly assumes the central bell is tuned to male Caucasian young adult faces. However, there is evidence to suggest that different norms are used to code identity for faces of each sex and race (Armann et al., 2011; Jaquet, Rhodes, & Hayward, 2008; Rhodes et al., 2011a) . This means that, when coding identity, more that one ''average face'' pool may be relevant. (Note this problem does not arise for 3-pool approaches to eye gaze or viewpoint, where a ''front on'' pool can apply to all face types.)
Thus, rather than rely on parsimony arguments, we suggest that additional empirical tests are required in future work. Using the present methodological approach, testing more adaptor values in the 0-40% and 130-200% antiface ranges might potentially distinguish quality of the fits from three-pool and opponent + multichannel models. Using different approaches, Calder et al. (2008) introduced a number of methods that can test specifically for three-pool coding, in the context of face direction (rather than shape) tuning, and applications of those methods to the face identity-strength manipulation would be of value. And, other additional methods are available to test for classic multichannel coding (e.g., testing the direction of shift in percept of test faces further away from the average than the adaptor; Robbins, McKone, & Edwards, 2007) , and it may be that these also have some applicability in the present context. We note, however, that detailed modelling might be needed to be confident as to exact predictions of a combined multichannel-plus-opponent model (e.g., directions of predicted shift might vary depending on the location of adaptor and test stimuli relative to the boundary of the natural range), and whether these predictions can be clearly distinguished from those of 3-pool coding.
Implications for norm-based coding of faces
Theorists have argued that faces are coded relative to face norms (for reviews, see Rhodes & Leopold, 2011; Tsao & Freiwald, 2006; Webster & MacLeod, 2011) , with norm-based coding implemented by two-channel, opponent coding of face dimensions (Jeffery, Read, & Rhodes, 2013; Jeffery et al., 2011 ). Here we found that a two-channel opponent model was insufficient, by itself, to explain the pattern of identity aftereffects obtained over a wide range of adaptor identity strengths. Instead, a third channel, centred on the average identity, was needed. We note, however, that this 3-channel model is no less norm-based than the original opponent model: The opponent pairs code norm values implicitly (by equal activation) and the new third channel codes them explicitly.
Possible origins of the two components in an opponent+multichannel model
If future results support the opponent + multichannel alternative, then what might be the origin of the different components? There are many, non-mutually-exclusive, possibilities. For example, face identity strength manipulations vary many different attributes of the face simultaneously, and it is possible some dimensions in face-space use opponent coding and others use multichannel coding. For example, perhaps face width could be opponent coded while eye-brow width might be multichannel coded. Or, perhaps different types of face processing account for the two coding types: perhaps holistic information could be opponent coded and part-based information multichannel coded. Or, the origin might be different neural regions within the face processing network (e.g., perhaps the FFA might use opponent coding and the OFA multichannel coding) or different levels of the visual system (e.g., perhaps high-level contributions might use opponent coding and mid-level contributions use multichannel coding). Note, however, that we think a low-level origin of the multichannel component is unlikely, given that our method minimised retinotopic contributions to the aftereffects (i.e., size change between adaptor and test, plus participants able to make eye movements around the adaptor faces).
Conclusion
In conclusion, the present results make several important empirical and theoretical contributions. Our findings demonstrate that face identity aftereffects increase with adaptor extremity across the full range of identity strengths present in our normal 'diet' of faces. At the same time, our findings demonstrate previously-unsuspected behaviour outside this natural range, with aftereffects neither increasing, nor asymptoting, nor reducing to zero, but instead showing a dip immediately outside the naturalrange boundary followed by stability maintained up to values far beyond this boundary (by which point the faces are perceived as extremely unrealistic). Theoretically, it is an open question how the lack of increase in aftereffect beyond the natural range can be reconciled with psychophysical and neurophysiological evidence that, at least for some types of face-shape manipulations, neural response functions can increase in activation well beyond the natural range (e.g., Freiwald, Tsao, & Livingstone, 2009; Robbins, McKone, & Edwards, 2007) . Also of theoretical importance, our computational modelling results indicate that face identity aftereffects cannot be explained using either simple opponent or simple multichannel coding. Instead, we discovered two viable alternatives. The possibility of an opponent + multichannel explanation would, if supported in future research, set a challenge for future studies to determine the source of each component of the face identity aftereffect. Alternatively, the 3-pool explanation suggests the possibility of a previously-unsuspected similarity between coding of an aspect of face shape information (face identity strength) and face direction information (eye gaze direction, head looking direction), and raises challenges to explain why other aspects of face shape information (e.g., feature position within the face) appear to use two-pool opponent coding. sponse suppression following adaptation, and its spatial extent, using Eq. (5.3) of Series, Seriès, Stocker, and Simoncelli (2009) where G i is the gain of the ith neuron after adaptation, G o is its gain before adaptation, s adapt is the identity strength of the adaptor, a a specifies the maximal suppression (i.e., the strength of the adaptation), r a determines the spatial extent of the response suppression in the identity domain (i.e., how widely adaptation to a given identity strength spreads to channels tuned to other identity strengths). The size of the aftereffect was then computed as the shift in the model's 'percept' of the zero stimulus face after adaptation. To determine the model's percept, as with Zhao et al we modelled the readout as ''unaware'' of adaptation (i.e., the readout formula was identical pre-and post-adaptation). The readout formula was the population vector decoder, i.e., the sum of the responses of all neurons weighted by their peak-response stimulus value, divided by the sum of responses (Seriès, Stocker, & Simoncelli, 2009; p. 3274 ; the authors note this method can be biased under some circumstances, but we checked it was not problematic here, e.g., the model correctly perceived the identity strength of all stimuli before adaptation).
To produce the middle plot of Fig 7B ( where the model predicts the strong adaptation at 320 but not the 120-to-160 dip), the following parameter values were used: a = 20, a a = .45, r a = 220. For the right hand plot of Fig 7B ( where the model predicts the 120-to-160 dip but not the adaptation at 320), values were: r = 60, a a = .0415, r a = 100. Note the value selected for the pre-adaptation gain G i is irrelevant as it has no effect at all on the curve beyond changing the y-axis scaling.
A.2. Opponent model S-shaped (Fig 7A)
Neural response functions were assumed to be the logistic, crossing at zero (Fig 2B) . The only parameters available to vary are the steepness of the pre-adaptation logistic functions, and the amount of the post-adaptation suppression in gain. The readout of size of the adaptation aftereffect is the amount of shift in the crossover point of the two functions (because the crossover point represents the stimulus that the model perceives as having zero identity strength).
A.3. Opponent + multichannel (Fig 7C) The parameter settings for the 'classic' multichannel component shown in Fig 7D were: r = 60, a a = .032, r a = 100. For the S-shaped opponent component the sigmoid steepness was set to .008. The two components were summed after weighting the opponent component by .75.
A.4. Three-pool model (Fig. 7D) This model was taken from Calder et al. (2008) . The left panel of Fig 7D shows the pre-adaptation (solid) and post-adaptation (dotted) response functions that produced the data fit in the right panel of Fig 7D. To do so, parameter settings were as follows. For the central bell, a single Gaussian channel from the 'classic' multichannel model was used, with: peak response at 0 identity strength (the average face), pre-adaptation gain G = 250 (with the other parameter values, this gave maximum response for the bell equal to that of the two S-shaped function), and r = 100. The S-shaped (sigmoid) channels had the formula (for the right channel):
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where s is the stimulus identity strength, slope parameter k = .05, and lateral offset parameter (i.e., shift left or right away from being centred at zero) l = 80. We assumed adaptation reduced gain in each of the three channels in proportion to their initial response levels (see dotted curves in left panel of Fig 7D) by a factor of adaptation strength = 0.6. When adapting at 120 as illustrated, the right sigmoid (the most responsive initially) is reduced the most, followed by the central bell (the next most responsive initially), and the left sigmoid the least (indeed, not visibly at all in Fig 7D) . The readout to determine size of adaptation was as we used for the classic multichannel model: that is, the model's percept of the zero stimulus was defined using the population vector decoder computed as the sum of the responses of the three neurons weighted by their peak-response stimulus value, divided by the sum of responses. Note that this requires a peak-response stimulus value to be assigned to each of the two S-shaped functions (these do not have a peak value and instead only approach an asymptote). The predicted curve in right panel of Fig. 7D used values of ±140 (the boundary of the natural range), but our simulations found that the qualitative form of the predicted curve remained the same with other values chosen. It is worth noting that Calder et al did not make an explicit assumption about the readout function from their model (because the predictions they tested did not require readout to be computed).
In the 3-pool model not all parameter values predict a dip. An example set of parameters that predicts a monotonic increase in aftereffect is: G = 163, r = 65, k = .025, l = 50, adaptation strength = 0.03.
